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INTRODUCTION:
The home of rich company data and contextual insights
The world is increasingly data-driven and great business happens when you have the insights you
need to make the right decisions, on an ongoing basis. The DueDil Business Information Graph
(B.I.G.)™ ingests billions of data points every day, processes them all and returns accurate,
contextualised and real-time information on millions of SMEs in the UK & Ireland.
This data is all available via the DueDil API, now repurposed for third party solutions.
We have made it extremely easy for you to ingest this best of breed, real-time company
information into your own solution. Extract the information you need and plug it into workflows,
platforms and processes to streamline, automate and enhance critical programmes and add
tremendous and immediate value to customers.

When looking to complement our platform with company information DueDil has been a
natural partner for us. Data provided through DueDil's API has allowed Oxygen Finance to
move quickly and add an additional layer of credible insight to the platform and is a key
component to our value proposition.
Rob Parker, CTO, Oxygen Finance

With hundreds of clients (and counting), we recognise partnerships as fundamental to our growth
and success, and that of our clients. That is why our partnership programme is well resourced,
maintained and supported by a dedicated team of success professionals, here to ensure we more
than deliver on our promises.
In this guide, find out how we partner with organisations. Whether you’re a software provider, an
independent vendor, consultant or systems integrator - and how we can work together to deliver
combined solutions.
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PART 1:
The DueDil Value Proposition
The evolution of KYB
DueDil’s company intelligence is powered by the
DueDil Business Graph (B.I.G.) ™, a network that
reveals over 270 million connections between
companies and directors and surfaces unique,
contextualised insights.
These insights can then be plugged into existing
workflows and processes or leveraged to build new
ones to help businesses primarily transform three key
areas and deliver KYB for Life:

1

Onboarding
Enable frictionless digital onboarding with robust compliance and audit.
! Our data & technology helps organisations reduce the length and complexity of the
application process by calling our rich datasets to auto-populate the information you
need. This ensures a quicker and more accurate experience, allowing you to sign more
customers.
! We strip away manual processes and as such reduce errors which can add cost.
! Introduce automation to streamline the whole process to better manage demand and
reduce drop off.
! Innovate UK chose the DueDil API to accelerate its onboarding process and streamline its
risk selection.
! Our technology surfaces critical insights which have helped Innovate UK reduce
onboarding to minutes rather than hours or days and eliminated human error from its
workflows.
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2

Risk Selection
Identify and select the right SME customers while avoiding the wrong ones.
! Prevent organisations from bringing on customers that don’t match their risk appetite, by
providing additional, rich and accurate data on all UK businesses.
! Highlight potential opportunities to upscale existing investments and expand market
opportunities.
! Provide insight into new segments to facilitate product development that matches
demand.
! Lendlease deployed the DueDil API to enrich its database with financial information to give
a clear picture of its supply chain ecosystem and assess relative exposures in real time.
! Our insights ensure potential ‘risky’ businesses are flagged early and addressed to avoid
potential problems down the road.

3

In Life Monitoring
Real-time insights for continuous monitoring and customer remediation
! Reduce the manual effort required to keep track of your existing customer base
! Avoid costly remediation practices and processes
! Introduce automation to automatically surface customers in need of attention (based on
your risk models)
! Santander uses our technology to monitor its customer base and reduce the need for
manual portfolio checks
! Santander is 80% more efficient at managing its customer base as a result and has freed
valuable time and resource for its teams
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PART 2:
Who DueDil partners with
Our flexible approach to partnerships
Our API-first strategy enables partners to work with our data and insights in a variety of ways. As
such, we are open to partnering with anyone where there is clear mutual benefit to be derived
from the partnership.

1

Marketplaces
If you are a platform solution interested in providing access to DueDil’s company information
through the platform, we are happy to develop a solution to allow you to do exactly that.
We work with nCino, Microsoft, and Salesforce in this fashion.

2

Independent Software Vendors (ISVs)
If you’re looking to embed real-time company information into your existing solution, our
best-in-class API can facilitate what you and your customers need.
We work with SmartPension and Oxygen Finance like this.

3

Consultants & System Integrators
If you build integrated solutions for customers and recognise the value of DueDil’s company
information in your service, get in touch and see how we can help you power high-profile
projects.
We work with some of the world’s largest consultancy firms like this.
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PART 3:
How to become a DueDil
partner
Your guide to becoming a partner
Working with us couldn’t be simpler. Outlined here is a typical workflow and step by step guide to
introducing us into your portfolio or your client negotiations.

Initial conversation to learn about
your business, anticipated use-

Step 1

case, timelines etc and align to
how DueDil can help

Step 2

API docs shared with details on
partnership options

Sign a mutual non-disclosure
agreement (NDA)

Step 3

Step 4

Account mapping exercise (if
relevant) to align target clients for
product testing, feedback, value
alignment etc
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Access the DueDil API developer
environment (if necessary) for rapid

Step 5

MVP development &
ongoing innovation Solution Consultant
workshops and support

Step 6

Go to market strategy alignment
and support

communications support where

discussions

Step 7

Step 8

Launch (with marketing and

Commercials and contract

Sales enablement, collateral creation
and sales training where required

Step 9

applicable)

Step 10
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Sales and start generating
commissions

PART 4:
Communicating the
partnership
Our communications package
We are proud of all our partnerships and are heavily committed to their success and our ongoing
relationships. Outlined here is a non-exhaustive list of potential marketing activities we can
undertake together. We are flexible to do all of them, none of them, or just a selection.

PR Announcement
! Value of partnering together
! Value proposition of solution
! Target market and value to them
! Quotes from both businesses
! Generate awareness among our target audience
! Drive interest and demand for our shared solution
! PR activity increased web traffic by 65% in the last 6 months of 2020

Announcement blog post
! Shared story
! Promote a shared customer
! Blog traffic represents 25% of total users on the DueDil website
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Live event or Webinar
! Highlight value of the partnership
! Promote a shared customer
! Panel debate or solution presentation
! Webinars generated nearly 30% of all call back requests in 2020

Social cards and media partnerships
! Create designed social cards for distribution on any channel
! Implement social calendar to continue to highlight the partnership for
an extended period of time
! Work with media partners like Raconteur to reach a broad audience

Sales enablement
! Produce one pagers or emails to help explain the proposition to your
sales team and their clients
! Arm your sales team with assets to go to market with and identify new
opportunities
! Empower your teams to actively find new and expand existing
opportunities for combined revenue building
! Introduce to the DueDil sales team for subject matter expert support
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PART 5:
Key Documentation including
Terms & Conditions

All documentation available upon request:
Mutual NDA
Partner Agreement
• ISVs
• Marketplaces
• Consultancy / Systems Integrators

T&Cs
SLAs
DueDil Platform Status
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CONTACT
INFORMATION

www.duedil.com/partner

25 Christopher Street,
London, EC2A 2BS

Partner@duedil.com

020 3137 8490

